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section of the pipe, and the design of the manhole in all its details shall he subject to the approval of tbe engineer.
Payments for all manholes ordered and put fireplace in conformity with the engineer's direotioni^wili be mad® at the price stipulated in item ($), plan B, Ibut miy, fjlanhole not So ordered and which is put in place by the contractor at any time for his own convenience during the construction of the conduit or for making any repairs thereto, and the replacement of gaskets in any manhole opened for any purpose by him, will be tit the said contractor's expense.
Transportation and Delivery.—After the steel pipe is manufactured and coated as specified above, it is to be transported and delivered along the route of the pipe line, or on adjacent land, as directed by the engineer. Great care must be taken by the contractor in the transportation and delivery to prevent injury to the coating of the pipe and special fittings and canting*, or deformation and damage to the pipe itself. All damage to the coating must be made good by the contractor by re-coating the damaged portions in a manner satisfactory to the engineer.
Any section of the pipe showing appreciable indentation or deformation may be rejected by the engineer.
The pipe is to be placed by the contractor in the trenches as prepared by the city, upon wooden blocks set by said city, and the sections of the pipe carefully riveted together. Rivets to be of ftarnc quality as those specified for shop riveting, and will be well im<! thoroughly driven by hand. After riveting, the joints must be thoroughly caulked.
The sections of the pipe shall be «o laid as to have the longitudinal seams on top. Rivet heads and all portions of the pipe coating injured in the laying .shall be coated while in the trench with the "black bridge paint/1 manufactured by E. Smith £ Co. of New York, in a manner .satisfactory to the engineer,
Setting1 fr«//w.v.~The city will'furnish and deliver at the work the four nets of 30-111. valves and the cast iron connections; and the contractor is to connect the same with the flanged ends of the pipes, furnishing therefor all bolts, lead, labor, etc. The foundation and rests for the valves and special connecting pipes will he furnished and set by the city.
The sum to be paid for placing each .set of 30-111. valves and connecting pipes, also placing the 30-111 valve and special castings at the cross-over near the Watertowu Branch Railroad, and connecting with the ends of the 40-111. riveted steel pipe is specified in item (n), plan B.
Excavation of the trench, for the pipe-laying and making

